
Frogs In Rayne
In the tiny town of Rayne, Louisiana, frogs compete to prove they have the fastest feet in the South.

The annual competition takes a lot of luck, a bit of careful planning, and enough hope
to hop over the competition!

Frogs In Rayne brings this cultural tradition to your tabletop.

Parts of the Game Board
Geaux (Go)
All frogs start the race
here. Multiple frogs can
sit on this space.

A

Show which spaces a frog
can hop onto from their
current position.

WavesE

Can be hopped onto
from Geaux.

Green Lily PadsB
Allow frogs to move
closer and closer to the
Winner’s Circle Sections.

Brown Lily PadsC

Frogs cannot hop here.
Checkered FlagsF

Get your frogs into different
Winner’s Circle Sections
in order to win.

Winner’s Circle SectionsG

Star Lily Pads can’t
be placed here.

Yellow Lily PadsD

The spaces available
to hop onto inWinner’s
Circle Sections

Finishing SpacesH

Components
Game Board418 Frog Meeples1 2 Dice330 Star Lily Pads2
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Ages 7+15-25 Min.2-6 Players



Because frogs cannot share lily pads, players can Hop
Over frogs. If a frog (even one of your own) sits on a lily
pad you could otherwise hop onto, then you may hop
over that frog.

To do so, your dice (individually, or the sum of both) must
show the number on the lily pad you intend to land on.

Players can bring their 2nd or 3rd frog into the race a by
rolling a Double, but they also get to bring in a frog each
time one of their frogs hops onto a Finishing Space.

With multiple frogs in the race at once, players may use
one die to move a frog, and the other die to move another.

Rolling a Double (both dice matching) allows a player
to choose one of the following actions:
- Use the Double as any one number to move
onto a lily pad.
- Bring their 2nd or 3rd frog into the race on Geaux.
- Place a Star Lily Pad.

Place Star Lily Pads to cover up any
lily pad on the game board that is not
yellow, or occupied by a frog. These
special lily pads stay on the game
board, and players can hop onto them
with any number they roll.

Players can choose to place a Star Lily Pad by rolling a
Double, but players must also place one any time they
cannot use their dice roll to move a frog outward. This
means any time neither of their dice, individually, nor
added together, allow movement (backwards is not
considered movement in this case) that player must
immediately place a Star Lily Pad onto the board.

To move from one spot to another, there must be aWave
between the two lily pads.

Moving backward is allowed. Players can move in any
direction, as long as their dice roll allows, and there is
aWave in between the two lily pads.

Example: Rolling a 3 and a 1 would
allow the frog on Geaux to hop onto
the 3 pad, and the other frog to hop
onto the 1 pad.

Note: Players may use one die to
move a frog onto a Finishing Space,
(see below) bringing a new frog into
the race, then use their other die to
move the frog just placed on Geaux.

Example: Rolling a 3 and a 1
would allow the blue frog to hop
onto the 3 or 1 Green Lily Pads,
but because of where the red frog
is, the blue frog can combine their
3 and 1 to Hop Over the red frog
onto the 4 pad farther out.

Set-Up Rolling Doubles

Star Lily Pads

Bringing In More Frogs

To win, be the first player to get your frogs onto Finishing
Spaces in three differentWinner’s Circle Sections. Each
of the sixWinner’s Circle Sections contains two or three
Finishing Spaces (depending
on player count). To hop onto
a Finishing Space, players
must roll either of the two
numbers shown inside of an
unoccupied Finishing Space.

Winning The Race

Objective

Moving Frogs

Place the game board on the correct side
based on the number of players shown in
the frog symbol on Geaux.

Each player chooses a color and takes all
of the frogs of that color. Depending on the
player count, players place one or two of
their frogs on Geaux, and their other frogs
on the table near them.

The player who most recently won any type of race takes
the first turn, and turn order continues clockwise.

The first player to move all 3 of their frogs from Geaux
into differentWinner’s Circle Sections wins! The six
Winner’s Circle Sections are separated by Checkered

Flags.

Player Count # Of Starting Frogs
2–3 2
4–6 1

On their turn, players roll both dice and use either
their sum, or each individual die to hop onto lily pads.

Example: Rolling a 2 and
a 4 would allow the grey
frog to add those numbers
and hop onto the 6 pad,
or more beneficially, hop
onto the 2 pad, and then
hop onto the 4 pad.

Hopping Over Frogs

Ribbit the Referee Says...

Players may not choose to take a Star Lily Pad instead
of moving when moving forward is possible.

Players may Hop Overmultiple frogs at once if their
dice roll and the positioning of all of the frogs allow.

(Note: Instead of choosing one of the actions above, players
are allowed to use the matching numbers rolled, as normal.)

(Remember: Geaux is the only place where multiple frogs can
sit. There is no limit to the number of frogs allowed on Geaux.)


